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QUESTION 1

Universal Containers has junction object called "Job Production Facility", with 2 master- detail relationships to the Job
and Production Facility custom objects. Both master records have a private sharing model. 

What statement is true if a user\\'s profile allows access (Create/Read) to the Job, but no access to the Production
Facility Object? 

A. The user will be granted read access to the Production Facility record 

B. The user will see the junction object and the link to the Production Facility. 

C. The user will see the junction object but not the link to the Production Facility. 

D. The user will not be able to see the junction object records or the field values. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Universal Containers provides 24x7 support for its customers worldwide using call centers in three different countries
with each one covering an 8-hour shift in different time zones. Service reps in a call center have access to the same
information but only during their local working hours. 

Which feature in Salesforce controls access for specific login hours? 

A. Set the login hours on user records 

B. Permission sets 

C. Custom permissions 

D. Profiles 

Correct Answer: D 

https://success.salesforce.com/ideaView?id=0873A000000E85KQAS 

 

QUESTION 3

Universal Containers (UC) is implementing Sales Cloud. During the last quarter of the financial of the financial year, ..
They requested a solution in Salesforce to allow them to specify an assistance agent on the opportunity.. the assistance
field. The system should automatically remove access from the previous assistant and .. What is the optimum solution to
meet the requirements? 

A. Use share group to share opportunities with the assistant agent. 

B. Use opportunity team and create an assistant field, use apex to share opportunities with the assistant 

C. Use sharing rule to share opportunities with the assistant agent. 
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D. Use apex sharing to share and unicast opportunities with the assistant agent. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Universal Containers wants to store Payment Term Details on the Account object, but the fields should only be visible
on certain record types and for certain user profiles. How can a System Administrator quickly determine which user
profiles, page layouts, and record types include certain fields? 

A. Log in as each user profile and view the Account Page Layouts. 

B. Use the Field Accessibility Viewer for the fields in question 

C. Universally require the field at the field level. 

D. Click the Field-Level Security for the field on each Profile. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

...From customers on company Issued desktops and uses case object to track customer issues and grievances. The
company would like to capture images of customer site captured by field consultants while they are editing the case
record during customer site visit. The Director of IT wants to minimize customization and promote reuseability of code
artifacts wherever possible, What recommendations should an architect give to the company to implement the image
capture requirement, while ensuring customer that the service rep can continue to use same lightning pages they were
trained to use? 

A. So Use Lightning Component as an override for "Edit" action on lightning experience allowing image capture feature.
Detect the form factor of the device and redirect the user to the default not overridden view. 

B. Create 4 seperate button "Edit in Mobile", which opens and custom lightning component that will allow field
consultants to add an image. No change required for desktop users. 

C. Use Lightning Component as an override for "Edit\\'\\' action on mobile view allowing image capture feature. No
Change required for desktop users. 

Correct Answer: A 
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